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Watch the video  
here on our new  
YouTube channel  
"System Q CCTV"

Installer Details:

kitvault.com
EnclosuresAccess DVR/NVR Enclosures

The UK's Best Selling DVR/NVR 
Enclosures  Now in 4 Sizes !!

... easy to pick the right size to protect your CCTV System!

Spring loaded door 
hinges for quick release  

once unlocked

Don't 
Forget 

Your Fan!

Easy fit Fan kits (12V DC) 
for extra cooling of stored 
equipment

 � 4 Sizes to Suit any DVR or NVR
 � Secure and Lockable
 � Fan Kits for Extra Cooling

 � Tough Window Panel
 � Wall and Desk Bolt Holes
 � Extra Easy Access

Model External Dimensions Internal Dimensions (Max DVR/NVR)

VAULT100 H95 x W389 x D328mm H90 x W329 x D230mm
VAULT200 H150 x W430 x D368mm H145 x W350 x D268mm
VAULT300 H150 x W490 x D471mm H145 x W410 x D371mm
VAULT400 H150 x W564 x D597mm H145 x W484 x D497mm

Dimensions

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Silver & Graphite Finish

Internal Use Only
Rear Bolt Holes

1.5mm Steel
Wall Mount

VAULT200, 300, 400 - 3 fan slots
VAULT100 - No fan slots

Entry Glands
VAULT100, 300, 400 - Side, Base, Rear

VAULT200 - Side and Base

A KitVault® enclosure is a space-saving way of keeping a DVR and the 
footage on its hard drive free from general public access and possible 
tampering. Available in a range of sizes from extra small to large, it’s easy 
to pick the right size to suit your DVR or NVR.

Each model features handy fixing holes that let you bolt the enclosure to 
a counter, shelf or the wall behind it making it hard to simply pick it up 
and walk out with it. Once unlocked, the removable enclosure lid makes 
screwing it down and connecting up your equipment a doddle. 

A polycarbonate viewing panel means the system user can easily check the 
DVR is still switched on without opening the enclosure up whilst special vents 
allow for additional fans to be added to keep the contents of the KitVault® 
operating at an ideal ambient temperature, great if it’s being stored in a 
warm room. 

KitVault®. com

Code Description
VAULT100 Extra Small KitVault®
VAULT200 Small KitVault®
VAULT300 Medium KitVault®
VAULT400 Large KitVault®

FAN012 12V DC Fan Kit

Choice of 3 fan  
vents for full  

flexibility to suit the  
on-site conditions

Wall bolt holes  
for permanent fixing 

Removable lid  
for easy installation  
and engineer access

Side, rear and base 
cable entry glands

Choice of sizes for easy  
rear cable access to suit  

most DVRs or NVRs

Lockable to prevent  
unauthorised access

Tough window panel  
for easy monitoring  

of equipment

Easy fit fan 
kits (12V 

DC) for extra 
cooling 

of stored 
equipment. 

Removable door  
for easy control  

and USB backups

Stackable design
VAULT400

Introduction to Enclosures and Boxes
Privacy laws and the latest CCTV Code of Practices guidelines state that all recorded CCTV images must be “... securely stored, 

where only a limited number of authorised persons may have access to them.”  A KitVault® enclosure helps you to keep your CCTV 
system GDPR compliant as well as safe and secure from tampering or theft.

VAULT300

VAULT200

VAULT100

VAULT400


